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This paper presents a description of the various forms of reduplication 
which are attested in the Ahousaht dialect of Nuu-chah-nulth. We 
expand on the obsenrations of Sapir and Swadesh (1939), who first 
noted that reduplication in this language is typically associated with a 
class of "reduplication-triggering" morphemes. Reduplicant shape, as 
well as vowel length of reduplicant and base, varies according to the 
choice of the triggering morpheme (cf. Sapir and Swadesh 1939; Rose 
1981; Stonham 1990, 1994). In addition to lexically-triggered 
reduplication, we also discuss two types of reduplication that are not 
tied to the presence of a triggering morpheme: pluralizing reduplication 
and emphatic reduplication. 

1 . Introduction 

This paper provides a survey of reduplication in Nuu-chah-nulth (nuuCaatiut), 
an endangered Southern Wakashan language spoken on the west coast of Vancouver 
Islan~ British Columbia.1 Data presented in this paper are from the Ahousaht 
(<iaattuus?atl)) dialect, one of approximately fourteen dialects in the Nuu-chah-nulth 
dialect continuum (a. Rose 1981). This study has benefitted greatly from the work of 
Sapir and Swadesh (1939), who systematically documented various forms of 
reduplication in their grammatical description and lexicon of the Tseshaht dialect. Other 
published work on reduplication in Nuu-chah-nulth includes Rose (1981), who focuses 
on the Kyuquot dialect, and Stonham (1990, 1994), who includes data from Tseshaht. 

Nuu-chah-nulth exhibits a complex system of reduplication, in which the form 
of reduplication is dependent upon a variety of factors (Sapir and Swadesh 1939; Rose 
1981; Stonham 1990, 1994; Wojdak 2002; Kim in progress). In this paper, we consider 
three dimensions which characterise the appearance of the different reduplication types 
found in Ahousaht Nuu-chah-nulth. The first, discussed in §2, is the context of 
reduplication. The second aspect, which we present in §3~ is the shape ofreduplicant. The 

• We would like to express our gratitude to our consultants Mary Jane Dick, Katherine Fraser, 
Caroline Little, and Sarah Webster for their patience and enthusiasm in sharing their language 
with us. This work bas benefitted from discussion with Laura Downing, Rose-Marie Decbaine, 
Doug Pulleybl~ Naomi Sawai, Kimary Shahin. Pat Shaw, Su Urbanczyk and Adam Werle, as 
well as from feedback from participants in WSCLA 7 (University of Alberta) and CLS 38. 
Fieldwork was supported by Jacobs Research Fund grants to both authors, a Phillips Fund grant to 
the first author, and SSHRCC grant 410-95-1519 to Henry Davis. 
I Nuu-chah-nulth was fonnerly referred to as "Nootka", a name which speakers of the language 
reject. 



final aspect, discussed in §4, is the relationship between reduplication and the processes 
of vowel lengthening and shortening. 

The aim of this paper is descriptive. However, in our reference to the 
reduplication types we rely on a theoretical view of Nuu-chah-nulth reduplication which 
departs from traditional analyses. While previous accounts ofNuu-chah-nulth 
reduplication assumed a prefixal analysis of reduplication, we adopt an infixing analysis. 
The reasons for this theoretical approach are outlined in the following section. 

1.1 RedupJicants as prosodic suffixes 

In Nuu-chah-nulth reduplication, the initial consonant(s) and vowel of the base 
are copied. This is illustrated in (1). 

(1) a. waiwa+s "going home once in a while" 
b. +utuuemup "sisters" (male speaker) 

Previous accounts of Nuu-chah-nulth reduplication have treated the reduplicant 
as a prefix (eg. Sapir and Swadesh 1939; Rose 1981; Stonham 1990, 1994). 
However, this analysis has the disadvantage of assigning to reduplicants the 
curious status of the sole type of prefix found in the language (cr. Stonham 
1999). An alternative to this prefixal analysis of reduplication is a suffixal 
approach (cf. Wojdak 2(02). Under this view, the reduplicant is a prosodic 
suffix (or infix) to the initial syllable of the base. This is shown in (2), in which 
the reduplicants are indicated by underlining. 

(2) infixation analysis of Nuu-chah-nulth reduplication 

a. waiwatA 
wa+-RED..s 
go. home-RED-SP. IT 
"going home every once in a while" 

b. +utuuerilUP 
fuucmup-S-RED 
sister-S-PL 
"sisters" (male speaker) 

A suffixal analysis has the advantage of providing a unified account of Nuu
chah-nulth affixation, since it is consistent with the exclusively suffixal 
morphology of the language (d. Rose 1981, Stonham 1999). Moreover, the 
positioning of the reduplicant is analogous to that of the Nuu-chah-nulth plural 
morpheme -1-, which occurs non-productively as an infix (cf. Sapir and 
Swadesh 1939, Rose 1981, Stonham 1999). As the examples in (3) illustrate, the 
plural marker -1- is suffixed to the first syllable in both reduplicative and non
reduplicative contexts (cf. Stonham 1999: 54). 



(3) a. 'ii~ 
'iiniiit:-t 
dog-PL 
"dogs" 

b. quutgyy?as 
quu?as-t-RED 
person-PL-PL 
ttpeople" 

1 Context of reduplication 

In this section, we consider the contexts in which reduplication occurs in Nuu
chah-nulth. In §2.1 we discuss lexically-triggered reduplication, and in §2.2, we present 
pluralizing and emphatic reduplication. 

1.1 LeIicaily-triggered reduplication 

As Sapir and Swadesh (1939) first described, reduplication in Nuu-chah-nulth is 
frequently an obligatory companion to a "reduplication-triggering" morpheme. One such 
trigger, the morpheme -iluk "to resemble", is shown in (4) with examples from Ahousaht. 

(4) a. YuyYkWickuk?iS 
yuI{wic-RED-lCuk-?iS 
younger.sibling-RED-resemble-3SG.IND 
"Slhe resembles hislher younger sibling. " 

b. mirni+kuk?icuuS 
mit-RED-lCuk-?iCuuS 
same-RED-resemble-2PL.IND 
"Both of you look alike." 

Failure to reduplicate in such examples leads to ungrammaticality. 

(5) a. * Yukwic-kuk-?iS 
younger.sibling-resemble-3SG.IND 
"SIhe resembles hislher younger sibling. " 

b. * mi+-IWk-?icuui 
same-resemble-2PL.IND 
"Both ofyoo look alike. If 

The morphemes which trigger reduplication do not form an independently 
identifiable class distinct from those which do not trigger reduplication. Reduplication
triggering morphemes differ both in terms of form and lexical content. The examples 
below illustrate the reduplication-triggering morphemes -sPinfaai-"to be in competition 
with" and -(y)a "repetitive iterative aspect". 

(6) a. kaakamatqspm'iaa+?iS?a+ 
kamatq-L-RED-spin'iaa+-?iS?a+ 
mn-L-RED-in.competition.with-3PL.IND 
"TileYre competing with each other in running. If 



- b. kiiiddib 
~-L-RED-L-(y)a 

~-L-RED-L-REP.IT 
"breaking continuously" 

We refer the reader to Sapir and Swadesh (1939) for a comprehensive list of 
reduplication-triggering morphemes. 

2.2 Reduplication witbout a leIicai trigger 

Not all cases of reduplication are linked to an overt triggering morpheme. 
Exceptions to lexically-triggered reduplication include pluralizing reduplication and 
emphatic reduplication. These are discussed below. 

2.2.1 Pluralizing reduplication 

Although plurals are most regularly formed in Nuu-chah-nulth via the addition 
of the plural morphemes-niin/land -ma+(Rose 1981), there is also a non-productive 
process of forming plurals through reduplication. Representative examples are given 
below. 

(7) a. YuYWcWjqsu 
Yukwiiqsu-S-RED 
younger.sibling-S-PL 
"younger siblings" 

c. ~Cumsiqsu 
bacumsiqsu-S-RED 
brother-S-PL 
"brothers" (female speaker) 

b. rluuit~su 
rbamiiqsu-S-RED 
older.sibling-S-PL 
"older siblings" 

d. ba~wa?: 
baakwaait-t-S-RED 
girl-PL-S-PL 
"girls" 

Note that reduplication of this type is linked to vowel shortening (cf. §4), and it may also 
occur with the plural infix -/- (cf. § 1.1).2 

2.2.2 Emphatic reduplicatioll 

Reduplication is also occasionally used as a means of emphasizing the strength 
of a reported experience. This usage is shown below. 

2Vowel shortening of the base is responsible for the difference in vowel length between base and 
reduplicant in (7b) and (7d) (cf. §4). In contrast, the variable length of the high front vowel in
i(i)qsu in these examples results due to the characteristic properties of variable length vowels (cf. 
§4). 



(8) a. wiwiSlllq1dtsiS 
wiS-RED-laq~-mit-siS 
NEG-EMPH-inside-PST -1 SG.IND 

Ryan qWa~cYak?itq 
Ryan qWac-RED-Yak-?itq 
Ryan way-RED-INST-3SG.REL 

Qab!wa 
ba-RED-waa 
direct-EMPH-say 

ttl didn't want to confront Ryan about his behaviour. tt 

b. waawaa?iS Robin 1en ?ubitbuuk 
waa-RED-?iS Robin 1en ?u1)-mit-buk 
say-EMPH-3.SG.IND Robin that DEIC-PST -3 SG.CONF 

Ryan kuUWlr taana 
Ryan kuUWlr taana 
Ryan steal money 
"Robin said that it was Ryan who stole the money." 

Reduplication in these contexts serves to emphasize the strength of the utterance, and is 
not obligatory in all speech contexts. Thus, the sentences in (8) are stronger than their 
unreduplicated counterparts in (9). 

(9) a. 

b. 

wiiSlaq1dtsiS 
wiiSq-?aq~-mit-siS 
NEG-inside-PST -ISO.IND 

Ryan qWa~cYak?itq 
Ryan qWac-RED-Yak-?itq 
Ryan way-RED-INST -3SG.REL 

bawaa 
ba-waa 
direct-say 

"I didn't want to confront Ryan about his behaviour. " 

waa?iS 
waa-?iS 
say-3.SG.IND 

Robin 1en 
Robin 1en 
Robin that 

Ryan kuuwn- taana 
Ryan kuuwn- taana 
Ryan steal money 

?ubitbuuk 
?u1)-mit-buk 
DEIC-PST-3SG.CONF 

"Robin said that it was Ryan who stole the money. It 

3 RedupJieant shape 

Nuu-chah-nulth most frequently employs partial reduplication, in which 
reduplicants are of the shape CV(V).3 (See also Rose (1981) for a discussion of "word-

3 Vowel length of the reduplicant is dependent on the distinctive vowel length of the root, as well as 
processes of vowel lengthening and shortening (cf. §4). 



word reduplication" in the Kyuquot dialect). For example, in the CV(V) reduplication 
triggered by the morpheme -ata/l "attempting to~ getting ready to", codas are never 
copi~ even when the base contains a coda. This is shown in (10). 

(10) a. tutuxWatab 
tuxW-RED-atab 
jump-RED-about.to 
"getting ready to jump" 

b. hab!y>tatal}. 
hapt-RED-atab 
hide-RED-about.to 
"trying to hide" 

c. mimitxWatab 
mitx-RED-atab 
turn-RED-about. to 
"trying to turn" 

However, the reduplication triggered by two iterative aspect suffixes, -I"sporadic 
iterative" and -(y)a "repetitive iterative" demonstrates a different pattern, which pennits 
full syllable reduplication (Rose 1981, Sapir and Swadesh 1939, Kim in progress). In 
this iterative paradigm, the shape of the reduplicant depends on the shape of the root: if 
the root is monosyllabic~ the entire root is copied; if the root is polysyllabic, only a 
CV(V) reduplicant is copied (Wojdak 2002).4 This is shown below. 

MonosyJ/abic roots 

(11) "repetitive iterative" 

a. 1tiis1disa 
1dis-L-RED-L-(y)a 
write-L-RED-L-REP.IT 
"writing" 

(12) "sporadic iterative" 

a. ?u~s 
?ueq-RED-s 
foggy-RED-SP.IT 
"getting foggy over 

& over again" 

h. cuusCuusa 
cus-L-RED-L-(y)a 
dig-L-RED-L-REP.IT 
"digging" 

b. ~ix7aixS 
7aix-RED-s 
chuckle-RED-SP.IT 
"chuckling oft' & on" 

4 An additional unique characteristic of the iterative paradigm is the appearance ofa -i--coda with 
reduplication of vowel-final monosyllabic roots (Sapir and Swadesh 1939), as in foa-i--}1aa-ya 
"giving repeatedly" and t'i-i--ti-c"throwing something once in awhile". See Wilson (1982) and 
Wojdak (2002) for further discussion. 



Polysyllabic roots 

(13) "repetitive iterativett 

a. waaW88.;iyuqwa 
wafyuqW-L-RED-L-(y)a 
bark-L-RED-L-REP.IT 
Kbafkingtt 

(14) "sporadic iterative" 

a. kakamatqs 
kamatq-RED-s 
run-RED-SP.IT 
"running every now 
& then" 

h. WaaWaasaqa 
Wasaq-L-RED-L-(y)a 
cough-RED-L-REP.IT 
"coughing" 

h. ?uu?uuqeap§ 
?uuqeap-RED-s 
enjoy-RED-SP.IT 
"enjoying doing 
something" 

4 Relationship with vowel lengthening and shortening 

Nuu-chah-nulth has been noted to have an underlying three-way 
distinction in vowel length: vowels may be long, short, or variable-length (Sapir 
and Swadesh 1939; Rose 1981; Stonham 1990, 1994, 1999). In the unmarked 
case, underlyingly long vowels routinely surface as long, underlyingly short 
vowels appear as short, and variable-length vowels are long if they are in the 
first two syllables of the word, but short otherwise (cf. in particular Sapir and 
Swadesh 1939 and Stonham 1999).5 However, surface vowel length may also be 
affected by reduplication. 

Sapir and Swadesh (1939) first noted a link between reduplication and 
the processes ofvowellengtheoing and shortening (cf. Kim in progress). In the 
following subsections, we describe several of these vowel length patterns. Note 
that additional examples are also provided in Sapir and Swadesh (1939) and 
Rose (1981). 

4.1 CV(V)CVOO ... reduptication (=(R) in Sapir and Swadesh (1939» 

Under the type of reduplication which Sapir and Swadesh (1939) tenn 
"normal reduplicationtt, the vowel length ofbase and reduplicant are identical, 
and are dependent on the distinctive vowel length of the underlying root This is 
exemplified below in Ahousaht Nuu-chah-nulth with the reduplication triggered 
by the morpheme -(q).{Jta "on the foot area". (See also §2.1 for the patterning of 
-kuk "to resemble" and §3 for the patterning of -s"sporadic iterative".) 

S At this stage in our research on Ahousaht, we do not distinguish between long and 
variable length vowels in our morphemic glosses. Note that ceteria paribua both long 
and variable-length vowels are expected to appear as long when they are in the first two 
syllables of a word. 



(15) a. rilUmu~aqb.tink 
rilU~-RED-(q)bta-ink 
wet-RED-foot-process 
"getting one's foot/feet wet" 

h. wiwikcasbta 
wik-RED-cas-(q)bta 
NEG-RED-side-foot 
"having one's shoe(s) on the wrong foot" 

c. taataakinisbtim: 
taakinis-RED-(q)bta-inie: 
socks-RED-foot-process 
"putting on socks" 

4.1 CVVCVOO ... reduplication (=(R.J in Sapir and Swadesb (1939» 

In this pattern, the initial vowel of the base is obligatorily long: short 
vowels are lengthened, while underlyingly long or variable-length vowels 
simply remain long. This is illustrated with the reduplication triggered by the 
morpheme -nit "someone who is always doing something (habitually)". 

(16) a. naana?atab?iik 
na?atab-L-RED-?iik 
listen-L-RED-habitual.doer 
"someone who always listens a lotU 

b. yaay!qitsia+?iik 
yaq~-L-RED-sia+-?iik 
disliking-L-RED-each.other-habitual.doer 
"someone who always dislikes another" 

c. yaa~wa+?iik 
yaakwa+-L-RED-?iik 
aching.al1.over-L-RED-habitual.doer 
"someone who always aches all over" 

4.3 CVVCVV ••• reduplication (=(Re + LJ in Sapir and Swadesb (1939» 

Reduplicants and bases alike are obligatorily long in this rttem. The 
reduplication triggered by -api "too much" exemplifies this class. (See also §3 
for the behaviour of the suffix -(y)o "repetitive iterative".) 

6 The Ahousaht fonn -api "too much" corresponds to Tseshaht -aapi "too much, too .. ", 
which is listed in Sapir and Swadesh (1939: 318) as belonging to the CV(~V ... class. 



(17) a. cuuCuusukwapi 
cuS-RED-L-uk-api 
new-RED-L-DUR.-too.much 
"much too new" 

h. kuukuumapi 
kurha-RED-L-api 
few-RED-L-too.much 
"much too few" 

c. qiigiipi 
qii-RED-api 
long-RED-L-too.much 
"way too long'· 

4.4 CVCVOO ... reduplication 

In this reduplication classt the initial vowel of the base is obligatorily 
short.7 This is illustrated below with the reduplication triggered by -Aifuk"to 
look after" and -yukW"to cry for". 

(18) a. tata?i+?a+uk 
ta?i+-S-RED-?aiuk 
sick-S-RED-look.after 
"looking after someone sick" 

b. ea£ru>~ 
eap:J-S-RED-?a+uk 
man-S-RED-look.after 
"looking after a man/husband" 

c. nunuukwaiuk 
nuukw-S-RED-?a+uk 
song-S-RED-look.after 
"looking after songs (as a care-taker)" 

7 No Tseshaht morphemes are listed in Sapir and Swadesh.(1939) as triggering this fonn 
of reduplication. Instead, Sapir and Swadesh describe the Tseshaht equivalent of -miuk 
(-Ja1ok, -.maiok"supervising, looking after") as triggering either normal reduplication or 
vowel lengthening of an unreduplicated stem (Sapir and Swadesh 1939: 320). Similarly, 
they list the Tseshaht equivalent of - yukw"to cry for" (-syok "angty, crying, being 
miserable on account or') as triggering CV(v;:,VV ... type reduplication (Sapir and 
Swadesh 1939: 317). 



(19) a. ?a?aqiyukb 
?aqi-S-RED-yukw-b 
what-S-RED-ay.for-3SG.INT 
"What is s/he crying forr 

h. wiwiikayuk1iS 
wik-S-RED-L-(y)a-yukw-1iS 
NEG-S-RED-L-REP.IT -ay.for-3SG.IND 
"SIbe is crying for nothing" 

c. 1u1uuSayWCwaPa9ti 
?uuS-S-RED-yukw -?ap-?a~-?i 
some-S-RED-cry.for-CAUS-NOW-3SG.IMP 
"Make him/her cry for something I " 

4.5 CVVCV ••• reduplication (=(R. + S} ia Sapir and Swadesh (1939» 

An additional pattern involves an obligatorily long vowel in the base, 
and an obligatorily short vowel in the reduplicant. Below, we provide examples 
for two morphemes which trigger reduplication of this type: -itfak "fearing" and 
-(k)Casei "playing on someone's side in a team". 

(20) a. 1uu1utYak 
1u-L-RED-S-itYak 
0-L-RED-S-fearing 
"hesitating; fearing" 

h. ?aa1aqitjakk 
1aqi-L-RED-S-itYak-k 
what-L-RED-S-fearing-2SG.QUES 
"What are you afraid orr 

c. 1uu1uSitYak?iS 
1uuS-L-RED-S-itYak-1iS 
some-L-RED-S-fearing-3SG.IND 
"SIbe is afraid of someone" 

(21) a. 1uu1ukeasCi 
1u-L-RED-S-(k)CasCi 
0-L-RED-S-playing.on.side.of.someone 
"playing on the side of someone (in a team)" 

h. wiiwikeasCi 
wik-L-RED-S-(k)CasCi 
NEG-L-RED-S- playing. on. side. of someone 
"not participating" 



c. ?uu?uSCasCi 
?uuS-L-RED-S-(k)CasCi 
some-L-RED-S-playing.on.side.of.someone 
"someone on someone's side (in a team)" 

4.6 CVCVV ••• reduplication 

The inverse of the pattern descnDed in §4.S also occurs. In 
reduplication of this type, the vowel of the base must be short, while the vowel 
of the reduplicant must be long.8 This is shown below with -sap; "depending 
on". 

(22) a. ?u?uusapi 
iu-S-RED-L-sapi 
0-S-RED-L-depending.on 
"depending on" 

b. wiwiiksapi?iS 
wik-S-RED-L-sapi-?iS 
NEG-S-RED-L-depending.on-3SG.IND 
~'Slhe is depending on nothing" 

c. ?u?uuSsapi?iS 
fuuS-S-RED-L-sapi-?iS 
some-S-RED-L-depending.on-3SGJND 
"S/he is depending on someone" 

4.7 Additional patterns 

There are additional patterns of vowel lengthening and shortening 
which are documented in the literature, but which we have yet to find examples 
ofin Ahousaht. Sapir and Swadesh (1939) describe Tseshaht patterns of 
CV(V)CV ... and CV(V)CW ... reduplication, in which the vowels of the 
reduplicant are obligatorily short, and long, respectively. At present, we have no 
evidence for these types in modern-day Ahousaht. 

There is also one pattern which is unattested both in our fieldwork to 
date, and in the documentation of Sapir and Swadesh (1939). This is the 
CVCV ... pattern, in which the vowels ofboth the base and reduplicant are 
shortened. 

The results of our preliminary survey of vowel lengthening and 
shortening are presented in the following table. Note that it is not known at 
present whether the unattested forms in the table result from a systematic 

8This reduplication class is not described in Sapir and Swadesh (1939). The Tseshaht 
morpheme -sap; "having ... as backing, support" is listed as triggering CV(~VV ... 
reduplication (Sapir and Swadesh 1939: 332). 



Ahousaht pattern, or simply a gap in our current knowledge. This issue is to be 
resolved through future fieldwork. 

(23 ) Patterns of vowel lengthening and shortening in Ahousaht reduplication 
UNAFFECTED LENGTIIENING SHORTENING OF 

BASE OF BASE BASE 

UNAFFECTED CV(V)CVM ... CWCVM ... CVCVM ... 
REDUPLICANT 

ego -(q)./lla eg. -Jiik ego -7a+uk 
!ton the foot" "habitual doer" "to look after" 

LENGTIIENING CV(V)CW ... CWCW ... CVCW ... 
OF ~DUPUCANT 

(unattested to eg.-Bpi ego -sapi 
date) "too much" "depending on" 

SHORTENING OF CV(V)CV ... CVVCV ... CVCV ... 
REDUPLICANT 

(unattested to tfok eg.-l (unattested to 
date) "fearing" date) 

5 Conclusion 

In summary, reduplication in Ahousaht Nuu-chah-nulth has been 
shown to vary in three basic dimensions: the context of reduplication, the 
availability of copied codas, and the influences of processes affecting vowel 
length. With respect to the context of reduplication, we have demonstrated that 
in Ahousaht, just as in Tseshath (Sapir and Swadesh 1939) and Kyuquot (1931), 
reduplication may be lexically triggered. It may also occur in the context of 
pluralization or emphasis. With respect to the completeness of copying, 
Ahousaht makes use of both partial and full syllable reduplication (cf. Sapir and 
Swadesh 1939; Rose 1981; Stonham 1990, 1994, 1999). Finally, we have also 
provided exemplification of six relationships between reduplication and vowel 
length (cf. Sapir and Swadesh 1939). 
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Appendix A: Abbreviations 

CAUS causative PST past tense 
CONF confirmative QUES interrogative mood 
DElC deictic RED reduplication 
DUR durative REL relative mood 
E?v1PH emphasis REP repetitive 
IND indicative S vowel shortening 
INST instrumental SG singular 
IT iterative SP sporadic 
L vowel lengthening 1 fIrst Jlerson 
NEG negative 2 second person 
NOW temporal 3 third person 
PL plural () optionality 

Appendix B: IPA equivalents of the Nuu-chah-nulth orthography 

Nuu-chah-nulth IPA 
c ts 
~ tsl C 

S J 
c t1 
c tf 
~ ti 
~ tit 

+ i 
~ X 
~w XW 
) t 
h h 
Y j 

Y jl 
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